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ABSTRACT

Introduction: This study aims to investigate
the regularity of related parameters in the
treatment of cancer pain using transcutaneous
electrical nerve stimulation (TENS).
Methods: A comprehensive literature search
was conducted in databases such as PubMed,
Cochrane Library, Embase, Web of Science,
OVID, CNKI, CBM, VIP, and WANNGFANG
from inception up to December 2022. A data-
base was established, and data mining tech-
niques were applied to analyze the relevant
TENS parameters.
Results: A total of 27 articles were included,
encompassing nine current frequencies, four
retention times, four treatment frequencies, and

two wave types. On the basis of the analysis of
parameter association rules, the most closely
related parameter combination for clinical
TENS in the treatment of cancer pain was a
current frequency of 2/100 Hz, a treatment fre-
quency of once a day, a retention time of
30 min, and the dilatational wave. Moreover,
the study involved 22 acupuncture points dis-
tributed along 13 meridians. According to the
analysis of acupuncture point association rules,
Hegu (LI04), Zusanli (ST36), and Sanyinjiao
(SP06) were the most closely related acupunc-
ture points and could be used in combination
for clinical TENS in cancer pain treatment.
Furthermore, cluster analysis was conducted on
acupuncture points with a frequency C 5,
resulting in three categories: the first category
included Sanyinjiao (SP06), Zusanli (ST36),
Hegu (LI04), Jiaji point, and Neiguan (PC06);
the second category included Ashi point; and
the third category included Back shu point.
Conclusion: In the treatment of cancer pain
using TENS, it is recommended to use a current
frequency of 2/100 Hz, a treatment frequency of
once a day, a retention time of 30 min, and the
dilatational wave. The electrode positions were
primarily selected from Ashi point, Back shu
point, Sanyinjiao (SP06), Zusanli (ST36), Hegu
(LI04), Jiaji point, and Neiguan (PC06) to
achieve the best analgesic effect.
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Key Summary Points

The use of three-step pain relief drugs for
cancer pain treatment can lead to adverse
reactions.

Transcutaneous electrical nerve
stimulation (TENS) is effective in
alleviating cancer pain and has been
proven to be safe without adverse
reactions. However, the current practice of
TENS for cancer pain lacks
standardization.

This study employs data mining analysis
to explore the relevant parameter rules of
TENS in the treatment of cancer pain. It
summarizes the principles of acupoint
selection to guide clinical treatment of
cancer pain with TENS.

Recommended parameters for TENS
treatment of cancer pain include a current
frequency of 2/100 Hz, a treatment
frequency of once a day, a retention time
of 30 min, and the use of dilatational
wave. Effective electrode positions include
Ashi point, Back shu point, Sanyinjiao
(SP06), Zusanli (ST36), Hegu (LI04), Jiaji
point, and Neiguan (PC06) to achieve
optimal analgesic effects. These
parameters have been shown to effectively
produce the best analgesic effects.
Additionally, these findings provide
guidance for the design of related clinical
studies.

INTRODUCTION

Cancer pain is a common complication of
malignant tumors and significantly impacts the
quality of life for patients with cancer. Current
research reports indicate that approximately

90% of patients with advanced malignant
tumors experience varying degrees of cancer
pain [1]. The World Health Organization
(WHO) has recognized the reduction of cancer
pain in patients as a priority in palliative treat-
ment of malignant tumors [2]. Therefore,
actively improving the management of cancer
pain is of great significance for both the anti-
tumor treatment and the overall quality of life
for patients with cancer. Currently, the treat-
ment of cancer pain primarily relies on the
three-step cancer pain relief method recom-
mended by the WHO [3], which has shown
significant efficacy for patients with moderate
to severe pain. However, long-term use of
analgesic drugs within this approach can lead to
varying degrees of adverse reactions, including
drug dependence and addiction [4, 5], which
can render patients unable to tolerate the
treatment. Studies have shown that over 40% of
patients discontinue treatment because of con-
cerns about adverse drug reactions, resulting in
the further progression of cancer pain and a loss
of control [6–8]. Therefore, actively seeking
effective treatments for cancer pain that can
alleviate the risk of addiction is an urgent
problem in clinical practice.

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation
(TENS) is an electrotherapy method that deliv-
ers specific low-frequency pulse currents into
the human body through the skin to treat pain.
It finds wide applications in various treatments,
such as acute and chronic pain management
and preoperative analgesia [9–11]. The National
Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)
guidelines for adult cancer pain recommend
acupuncture, TENS, and three-step analgesic
drugs as the main interventions [12]. Unlike
traditional electrical stimulation, which pri-
marily targets motor fibers, TENS predomi-
nantly stimulates sensory fibers. Clinical studies
have confirmed the significant analgesic effects
of TENS in alleviating cancer pain, providing
added benefits of safety and efficacy without
adverse reactions [13, 14]. However, the appli-
cation of TENS for cancer pain currently lacks
standardization. Instrument parameters (cur-
rent frequency, wave, retention time, and
treatment frequency) and acupoint selection
vary for different levels of cancer pain [15],
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hindering a comprehensive understanding of
the role of TENS in cancer pain management.
Therefore, this study aims to explore the rele-
vant parameter patterns of TENS in cancer pain
treatment through data mining analysis and
summarize the principles of acupoint selection.
The findings will provide evidence-based guid-
ance for the clinical application of TENS in the
management of cancer pain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Literature Sources

Search strings with the terms Transcutaneous
electrical acupoint stimulation, TEAS, Transcu-
taneous electrical nerve stimulation, TENS,
Electrical stimulation, Electrotherapy, Bioelec-
trical stimulation, Cancer pain, Cancer-associ-
ated pain, Neoplasm-related pain, Oncological
pain, Tumor-related pain, Cancer-related Pain,
and Neoplasm associated pain were used to
identify literature on the treatment of cancer
pain by transcutaneous electrical nerve stimu-
lation in the following databases: Pubmed,
Cochrane Library, Embase, Web of Science,
OVID, CNKI, CBM, VIP, and WANNGFANG.
The search was conducted from inception up to
December 2022.

This article is based on previously conducted
studies and does not contain any new studies
with human participants or animals performed
by any of the authors.

Inclusion Criteria

1. Research objects: Patients diagnosed with
malignant tumors by cytology or pathol-
ogy, and experiencing cancer pain, without
restrictions on gender, age, race, or tumor
types.

2. Study type: Clinical randomized controlled
trials.

3. Intervention measures: The control group
received conventional analgesics alone,
while the treatment group received TENS
in addition to conventional analgesics.

Exclusion Criteria

1. Narrative reviews, systematic reviews (meta-
analysis), scoping reviews, etc.

2. Basic research involving cell or animal
experiments.

3. Literature with duplicated data.
4. Literature with uncertain clinical efficacy.

Database Establishment

Two researchers independently screened the
literature on the basis of the aforementioned
inclusion and exclusion criteria and cross-
checked their screening results. Any disagree-
ments were resolved through discussion with a
third researcher. Data meeting the inclusion
and exclusion criteria were extracted from the
literature and included the article title, publi-
cation date, first author’s name, and relevant
TENS parameters, such as current frequency,
retention time, treatment frequency, wave type,
and acupuncture points.

Quality Evaluation

The quality of the included literature was
assessed using bias risk assessment tools, which
included evaluating randomization methods,
allocation concealment, single and double-
blinding, data integrity, selective reporting of
results, and other biases. Each criterion was
classified as low risk, unclear, or high risk.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical descriptive analysis of the relevant
TENS parameters in the included literature was
performed using Excel 2013. The association
rules of relevant parameters were analyzed
using the Apriori algorithm in SPSS
Modeler 18.1 software. Cluster analysis of
acupuncture point prescriptions with a fre-
quency C 5 was conducted using the clustering
method, and a dendrogram of acupuncture
points was generated using SPSS 26.0 software.
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RESULTS

Literature Retrieval Results

Following the retrieval strategy, a total of 2776
articles were retrieved. NoteExpress 3.6.0 was
utilized to organize the literature, resulting in
the identification and exclusion of 715 dupli-
cate or repetitive publications. Subsequently,
the remaining literature underwent further
screening, and 1941 articles were excluded on
the basis of their titles and abstracts. Finally, a

comprehensive assessment of the full texts of
the remaining 120 articles was conducted, and
27 articles were ultimately included in the
analysis (Fig. 1, Table 1).

Among the 27 included articles, 22 articles
[16–20, 23–38, 41] reported randomized
assignments, while 5 articles [9, 21, 22, 39, 40]
did not specify the assignment scheme. Three
articles [19, 20, 37] mentioned assignment
concealment. Eight articles [17, 18, 20, 34–37,
39] incorporated blinding methods. The data
from all 27 articles were complete, and there

Fig. 1 Flowchart
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Table 1 Basic features of the included literature

Number Included
literature

Retention time
(min)

Frequency of current
(Hz)

Wave Frequency of
treatment

1 Wang (2021) [16] 30 2/100 Not mentioned Once a day

2 Du (2019) [17] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Once a day

3 He (2019) [18] 30 2/100 Not mentioned Twice a day

4 Liu (2018) [19] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Twice a day

5 Bao (2016) [20] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Twice a day

6 He (2012) [21] 30 Not mentioned Dilatational

wave

Once a day

7 Wang (2011) [22] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Twice a day

8 Zhang (2019) [23] 30 Not mentioned Dilatational

wave

Once a day

9 Deng (2017) [24] Not mentioned Not mentioned Not mentioned Not mentioned

10 Wu (2017) [25] Not mentioned Not mentioned Not mentioned Not mentioned

11 Wang (2016) [26] 20 5–100 Not mentioned Once a day

12 Li (2016) [27] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Once a day

13 Weng (2015) [28] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Once a day

14 Li (2015) [29] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Once a day

15 Li (2014) [30] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Once a day

16 Chen (2002) [31] 30 2/100 Not mentioned Once a day

17 Pu (2021) [32] 30 5–100 Not mentioned Twice a day

18 Nakano (2020)

[33]

30 100 Not mentioned Once a day

19 Siemens (2020)

[34]

30 100 Continuous

wave

Once a day

20 Lee (2019) [35] 30 125 Continuous

wave

Once a week

21 Loh (2015) [9] 30 120 Continuous

wave

Once a day
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were no selective reporting results or other bia-
ses (Figs. 2 and 3).

Frequency of Current

Frequency of current was mentioned in 23
studies, encompassing nine different frequen-
cies. Among these frequencies, three accounted
for more than 5%, listed in descending order of
rate of occurrence: 2/100 Hz (56.52%), 100 Hz
(8.70%), and 5–100 Hz (8.70%). The overall
frequency involvement was 73.91% (Table 2,
Fig. 4).

Retention Time

Retention time was mentioned in 25 studies,
involving four different retention times. These
times, listed in descending order of frequency,
were 30 min (84.00%), 20 min (8.00%), 40 min
(4.00%), and 60 min (4.00%) (Table 3, Fig. 5).

Frequency of Treatment

Frequency of treatment was reported in 25
studies, encompassing four different treatment
frequencies. The frequencies, listed in

descending order of rate of occurrence, were
once a day (64.00%), twice a day (28.00%), once
a week (4.00%), and twice a week (4.00%)
(Table 4, Fig. 6).

Wave Frequency

Wave frequency was mentioned in 15 studies,
involving two types of waves. These waves, lis-
ted in descending order of frequency, were
dilatational wave (80.00%) and continuous
wave (20.00%) (Table 5).

Analysis of Parameter Association Rules

Using the Apriori algorithm, we analyzed the
association rules among the four parameters
mentioned above. The minimum support was
set to 15, the minimum confidence was set to
80, and the maximum number of preceding
items was 2. The results revealed a total of 13
association rules. Notably, the current fre-
quency of 2/100 Hz, treatment frequency of
once a day, retention time of 30 min, and uti-
lization of dilatational wave were found to have
the closest relationship. This combination of
parameters can be considered a classic approach

Table 1 continued

Number Included
literature

Retention time
(min)

Frequency of current
(Hz)

Wave Frequency of
treatment

22 He (2021) [36] 30 2/100 Not mentioned Twice a day

23 Chou (2021) [37] 20 10/80 Dilatational

wave

Once a day

24 Zhang (2016) [38] 30 2/100 Dilatational

wave

Twice a day

25 Schleder (2017)

[39]

40 10–200 Not mentioned Once a day

26 Sampaio (2016)

[40]

30 10/130 Not mentioned Once a day

27 Bennett (2010)

[41]

60 80 Not mentioned Twice a week
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for the clinical treatment of cancer pain using
TENS (Table 6, Fig. 7).

Acupoint Frequency

A total of 22 acupuncture points were analyzed,
resulting in a total count of 90 acupoints.
Among these, seven acupuncture points had a
frequency C 5%. Listed in descending order,
they were Zusanli (ST36) (17.78%), Ashi point
(13.33%), Hegu (LI04) (12.22%), Sanyinjiao
(SP06) (10.00%), Back shu point (8.89%), Jiaji
point (5.56%), and Neiguan (PC06) (5.56%).
The overall frequency involvement was 73.33%
(Table 7).

Meridian Tropism of Acupoints

The analysis included a total of 22 acupoints
distributed among 13 meridians. Six meridians
had a frequency of at least 10%. In descending
order, these meridians were the Foot Yangming
Stomach Meridian (18.89%), Ashi Point
(13.33%), the Foot Taiyang Bladder Meridian
(12.22%), the Hand Yangming Large Intestine
Meridian (12.22%), the Hand Jueyin Peri-
cardium Meridian (10.00%), and the Foot
Taiyin Spleen Meridian (10.00%). The overall
frequency involvement was 76.67% (Table 8).

Analysis of Association Rules of Acupoints

Using the Apriori algorithm to analyze the
association rules of acupoints, with a minimum
support of 15, minimum confidence of 80, and
a maximum number of preceding items of 2, a
total of 13 association rules were derived.
Among these rules, Hegu (LI04), Zusanli (ST36),
and Sanyinjiao (SP06) were found to have the
closest relationship. This combination of acu-
points can be considered a classic approach in
the clinical practice of TENS for treating cancer
pain (Table 9, Fig. 8).

Cluster Analysis of Acupoints

Cluster analyses were performed on the acu-
points with a frequency C 5% using SPSS soft-
ware. The results categorized the acupuncture
points into three groups. The first category
consisted of Sanyinjiao (SP06), Zusanli (ST36),
Hegu (LI04), Jiaji point, and Neiguan (PC06).
The second category included the Ashi point,
while the third category comprised the Back shu
point (Fig. 9).

DISCUSSION

Cancer pain, occurring during the development
and treatment of malignant tumors, is a

Fig. 2 Risk of bias graph
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Fig. 3 Risk of bias summary

Table 2 Frequency of current

Number Frequency of current
(Hz)

Count Frequency
(%)

1 2/100 13 56.52

2 100 2 8.70

3 5–100 2 8.70

4 10/130 1 4.35

5 10/80 1 4.35

6 10–200 1 4.35

7 120 1 4.35

8 125 1 4.35

9 80 1 4.35

Fig. 4 Frequency of current radar diagram

Table 3 Retention time

Number Retention time
(min)

Count Frequency
(%)

1 30 21 84.00

2 20 2 8.00

3 40 1 4.00

4 60 1 4.00
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common complication among patients with
cancer. The underlying causes of this condition
include stimulation of the body’s inflammatory
response, compression of vital tissues or nerve
damage by the tumor leading to neuropathic
pain, tumor infiltration and metastasis resulting
in bone destruction, and pain caused by anti-
tumor treatments. Furthermore, radiotherapy
can induce radiation fibrosis, which directly
compresses nerves and hinders microvascular
flow, causing abnormal nerve function. Nerve
tissue compression and damage also contribute
to central sensitization and pain [20, 42].

TENS, a non-invasive intervention, has been
extensively utilized for diagnosing and treating
various acute and chronic pain conditions,
demonstrating notable clinical efficacy. TENS
has shown particular advantages in the man-
agement of cancer pain [18, 43]. Lee et al. [35]

applied TENS to patients with cancer undergo-
ing radiotherapy and observed a significant
improvement in rest pain related to acute oral
mucositis, whereas its effect on motion pain
was not significant. Bennett et al. [41] found
that TENS can alleviate motion pain in patients
with cancer bone metastases.

Currently, the treatment mechanism of
TENS is predominantly explained by the gate
control theory and the diffuse nociceptive
control theory. The gate control theory, pro-
posed by Melzack and Wall [44], postulates a
neural regulatory mechanism between spinal
dorsal horn glial cells and secondary neuron
T cells, which can either facilitate or inhibit
sensory nerve impulses from the periphery to
the central nervous system, akin to a ‘‘gate
effect.’’ When TENS generates diverse impulses,
it not only reduces the activation of spinal
dorsal horn neurons but also inhibits pain
transmission at the spinal cord level, decreasing
central excitability and effectively closing the
gate. Consequently, TENS reduces mechanical
and thermal pain, thus achieving analgesia
[45–48]. The diffuse nociceptive control theory
involves using a noxious stimulus to suppress
pain in other regions [49], thereby achieving
pain treatment through ‘‘treating pain with
pain.’’ Studies have indicated a relationship
between the analgesic mechanism of TENS and
the opioid system [50]. Furthermore, different
electrical stimulation frequencies can induce
the release of various peptides with differing
analgesic effects [51]. Additionally, TENS can
relieve pain by regulating cortical blood flow
and activating the ascending reticular system of
the brainstem [52].

The frequency parameter in TENS plays a
vital role in its analgesic effect. Some studies
have found that for pain caused by inflamma-
tion, high-frequency TENS (100 Hz) exhibits
better clinical efficacy compared to low-fre-
quency TENS (2 Hz). However, for pathological
pain, low-frequency TENS (2 Hz) yields better
clinical outcomes than high-frequency TENS
(100 Hz). Regarding cancer pain, there is no
significant difference in clinical efficacy
between low and high frequencies. Neverthe-
less, using a combination of 2 Hz and 100 Hz
can effectively mitigate tolerance resulting from

Fig. 5 Retention time radar diagram

Table 4 Frequency of treatment

Number Frequency of
treatment

Count Frequency
(%)

1 Once a day 16 64.00

2 Twice a day 7 28.00

3 Once a week 1 4.00

4 Twice a week 1 4.00
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prolonged stimulation [53, 54]. de Oliveira et al.
[55] discovered that TENS low-frequency and
high-frequency stimulation increased the levels
of endocannabinoids in mouse paws, spinal
cords, and dorsolateral gray matter around the
aqueduct of the midbrain, effectively alleviating
the occurrence and progression of cancer pain.
Dailey et al. [56] reported that the use of mixed-
frequency (high and low frequency) stimulation
can enhance patient tolerance and exhibit a
cumulative analgesic effect. Davis et al. [57] also
found that the application of both high and low
frequencies improves acute pain. Therefore,
different current frequencies have distinct neu-
rophysiological mechanisms for analgesia.
High-frequency TENS mainly activates Ab fibers

in the superficial subcutaneous layer, regulating
spinal cord analgesia, whereas low-frequency
TENS predominantly activates Ad fibers,
achieving analgesia by controlling pain [58].
Studies have revealed a close relationship
between electrical stimulation and the secretion
of opioid peptides in the central nervous sys-
tem, with different current frequencies leading
to the release of different opioid peptides.
Specifically, 2 Hz predominantly induces the
stimulation of enkephalins and endorphins,
while 100 Hz primarily prompts the spinal cord
to release dynorphins. Clinical treatment [59]
involving alternate stimulation of 2 Hz and
100 Hz significantly enhances the release of
enkephalins, endorphins, and dynorphins in
the brain and spinal cord, thus elevating the
pain threshold, enhancing patient tolerance,
and achieving optimal analgesic effects. Con-
sistent with previous studies, the most com-
monly used current frequency in this study was
2/100 Hz, which is widely employed in clinical
practice and effectively alleviates patient pain
while increasing their pain threshold.

Fig. 6 Frequency of treatment radar diagram

Table 5 Wave frequency

Number Wave Count Frequency (%)

1 Dilatational wave 12 80.00

2 Continuous wave 3 20.00
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In addition to various TENS parameters,
treatment retention time and frequency also
significantly influence the analgesic effect.

Some studies have reported good analgesic
effects in approximately 50% of patients with
chronic pain after TENS usage for a certain

Table 6 Parameter association rules table

Number Association rules Count Support Confidence Lift

1 (Frequency of treatment = Once a day) ? (Retention time

(min) = 30 min)

16 64 81.25 0.97

2 (Frequency of current (Hz) = 2/100 Hz) ? (Retention time

(min) = 30 min)

13 52 100.00 1.19

3 (Wave = Dilatational wave) ? (Retention time (min) = 30 min) 12 48 91.67 1.09

4 (Wave = Dilatational wave and Retention time

(min) = 30 min) ? (Frequency of current (Hz) = 2/100 Hz)

11 44 81.82 1.57

5 (Wave = Dilatational wave and Frequency of current (Hz) = 2/

100 Hz) ? (Retention time (min) = 30 min)

9 36 100.00 1.19

6 (Frequency of treatment = Twice a day) ? (Frequency of current

(Hz) = 2/100 Hz)

7 28 85.71 1.65

7 (Frequency of treatment = Twice a day) ? (Retention time

(min) = 30 min)

7 28 100.00 1.19

8 (Frequency of treatment = Twice a day and Retention time

(min) = 30 min) ? (Frequency of current (Hz) = 2/100 Hz)

7 28 85.71 1.65

9 (Wave = Dilatational wave and Frequency of treatment = Once a

day) ? (Retention time (min) = 30 min)

7 28 85.71 1.02

10 (Frequency of current (Hz) = 2/100 Hz and Frequency of

treatment = Once a day) ? (Retention time (min) = 30 min)

7 28 100.00 1.19

11 (Frequency of treatment = Twice a day and Frequency of current

(Hz) = 2/100 Hz) ? (Retention time (min) = 30 min)

6 24 100.00 1.19

12 (Frequency of treatment = Twice a day and Wave = Dilatational

wave) ? (Frequency of current (Hz) = 2/100 Hz)

4 16 100.00 1.92

13 (Frequency of treatment = Twice a day and Wave = Dilatational

wave) ? (Retention time (min) = 30 min)

4 16 100.00 1.19

Fig. 7 Network diagram of parameter association rules
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period, while prolonged TENS treatment may
lead to patient tolerance and insensitivity to
TENS stimulation, resulting in poor analgesic
efficacy [60, 61]. Animal experiments have
supported these findings. For patients under-
going long-term TENS treatment, it is recom-
mended to use TENS with modulated waves,
which induce rhythmic muscle contractions
and effectively reduce patient adaptability and
tolerance [62]. Chesterton et al. [63] reported
that 30 min is the optimal analgesic duration,
which, in combination with different frequen-
cies and intensities, achieves optimal hypoal-
gesic effects. Katirci Kirmaci et al. [64] also
found that electrical stimulation once daily for
30 min can reduce pain, enhance functional
capacity, and improve the quality of life. The
results of this study indicated that the com-
monly adopted treatment retention time in
clinical practice is once daily for 30 min, com-
bined with the dilatational wave as the optimal
treatment parameter. This not only effectively
alleviates patient pain but also reduces pain
tolerance associated with wave changes, thereby
enhancing clinical efficacy.

Based on the findings of this study, the
optimal TENS parameters for cancer pain pre-
dominantly involve a current frequency of
2/100 Hz, treatment frequency of once daily,
treatment retention time of 30 min, and the use
of the dilatational wave, which elicits the best
analgesic effects. For instance, Du et al. [17]
combined TENS with opioids for treating cancer
pain caused by bone metastases, utilizing the
aforementioned parameter combination. The

results demonstrated that the combination of
TENS and opioids significantly improved cancer
pain in patients, reducing opioid dosage and
the occurrence of severe pain attacks. Addi-
tionally, this combination alleviated adverse
reactions, particularly nausea and vomiting.
Similarly, Wang et al. [16] employed TENS, low-
dose acetaminophen, and oxycodone in
patients with bone metastases from lung cancer,
employing the aforementioned parameter
combination. The study revealed that this
combination reduced opiate dosage and facili-
tated the achievement of a stable blood drug
concentration, thus enhancing analgesic
effects. Furthermore, the combined therapy
significantly reduced the onset of severe pain
and improved patients’ quality of life. Addi-
tionally, Li et al. [27] applied electrical stimu-
lation with the aforementioned parameters for
assisting analgesia, observing a significant
reduction in pain intensity and improvement in
quality of life.

Apart from the aforementioned parameters,
TENS electrode placement plays a crucial role in
its clinical efficacy. In order to achieve optimal
analgesic effects, TENS electrode placement is
determined on the basis of the patient’s clinical
symptoms and TENS type [65]. Traditionally,
TENS electrodes are often positioned in the
same nerve dermatome as the site of pain. This
approach inhibits pain-conducting thin fibers
in the same dermatome by activating thick
fibers in the corresponding dermatome, thus
achieving analgesia [66]. Ekblom et al. [67]
compared the efficacy of traditional TENS elec-
trodes placed within and outside the der-
matome for alleviating itching and arm pain.
The study revealed that TENS placed within the
dermatome had notable antipruritic and anal-
gesic effects, whereas TENS placed outside the
dermatome did not yield significant improve-
ment. However, a recent study [68] found that
TENS distal stimulation could be applied to
alleviate pain across a wider range of sites. Dis-
tinct from conventional TENS, electrodes are
positioned at the painful site, and TENS distal
stimulation selects the contralateral homolo-
gous site of the pain point, which is far from the
pain point but innervated by overlapping spinal
cord segments and unrelated extraneural sites

Table 7 Acupoint frequency

Number Acupoint Count Frequency (%)

1 Zusanli (ST36) 16 17.78

2 Ashi point 12 13.33

3 Hegu (LI04) 11 12.22

4 Sanyinjiao (SP06) 9 10.00

5 Back shu point 8 8.89

6 Jiaji point 5 5.56

7 Neiguan (PC06) 5 5.56
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Table 8 Meridian distribution of acupoints

Number Meridian Count of acupoints Count Frequency (%)

1 The Foot Yangming Stomach Meridian 2 17 18.89

2 Ashi Point 1 12 13.33

3 The Foot Taiyang Bladder Meridian 3 11 12.22

4 The Hand Yangming Large Intestine Meridian 1 11 12.22

5 The Hand Jueyin Pericardium Meridian 2 9 10.00

6 The Foot Taiyin Spleen Meridian 1 9 10.00

7 The Hand Taiyin Lung Meridian 4 6 6.67

8 Extra point (Non-Meridian point) 1 5 5.56

9 Ren Meridian 2 4 4.44

10 The Hand Shaoyang Sanjiao Meridian 2 3 3.33

11 The Foot Jueyin Liver Meridian 1 1 1.11

12 The Foot Shaoyang Gallbladder Meridian 1 1 1.11

13 The Hand Shao Yin Heart Meridian 1 1 1.11

Table 9 Acupoint association rules table

Number Association rules Count Support Confidence Lift

8 (Hegu (LI04)) ? (Zusanli (ST36)) 11 40.74 90.91 1.53

4 (Sanyinjiao (SP06)) ? (Zusanli (ST36)) 9 33.33 100.00 1.69

7 (Sanyinjiao (SP06) and Hegu (LI04)) ? (Zusanli (ST36)) 7 25.93 100.00 1.69

1 (Neiguan (PC06)) ? (Zusanli (ST36)) 5 18.52 100.00 1.69

2 (Jiaji point) ? (Hegu (LI04)) 5 18.52 100.00 2.45

3 (Jiaji point) ? (Zusanli (ST36)) 5 18.52 100.00 1.69

5 (Jiaji point and (Hegu (LI04)) ? (Zusanli (ST36)) 5 18.52 100.00 1.69

6 (Jiaji point and (Zusanli (ST36)) ? (Hegu (LI04)) 5 18.52 100.00 2.45

9 (Neiguan (PC06)) ? (Hegu (LI04)) 5 18.52 80.00 1.96

10 (Jiaji point) ? (Sanyinjiao (SP06)) 5 18.52 80.00 2.40

11 (Neiguan (PC06) and Zusanli (ST36)) ? (Hegu (LI04)) 5 18.52 80.00 1.96

12 (Jiaji point and (Hegu (LI04)) ? (Sanyinjiao (SP06)) 5 18.52 80.00 2.40

13 (Jiaji point and (Zusanli (ST36)) ? (Sanyinjiao (SP06)) 5 18.52 80.00 2.40
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Fig. 8 Network diagram of acupoint association rules

Fig. 9 Cluster analysis of acupoints
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[69]. Currently, the positioning of traditional
TENS electrodes remains controversial. Cheing
et al. [70] positioned electrodes in non-acupoint
areas near or around the Quchi (LI11) to verify
the analgesic effects of AL-TENS within and
outside the dermatome. The comparison
revealed that acupoints exhibited better anal-
gesic effects than non-acupoints, albeit without
significant differences. Consequently, in clini-
cal practice, the selection of TENS electrode
placement remains inconclusive.

The findings of this study suggest that TENS
electrode placement primarily focuses on tender
points and corresponding acupoints. According
to traditional Chinese medicine, cancer pain
can be classified under the category of ‘‘pain
syndrome’’ based on specific symptoms, often
manifested as pain at a specific location. Ashi
points, also known as tender points, lack a fixed
name or location and represent acupoints or
lesion sites serving as operative sites [71].
Modern research has indicated that Ashi points
are caused by aseptic inflammation following
injury, wherein chemical stimulation from
inflammation induces pain, resulting in muscle
tension and contracture, ultimately leading to
tenderness points [72]. Some studies have con-
firmed that acting on Ashi points can relieve
spastic soft tissues, improve local blood circu-
lation, and promote the reduction of local
inflammatory pain, ultimately increasing the
release of analgesic substances such as b-endor-
phin and achieving analgesic effects [73, 74].
On the basis of the results of this study, Ashi
points play a crucial role in TENS electrode
placement. Therefore, in clinical practice, it is
necessary to select the corresponding tender
point as the electrode placement site on the
basis of the patient’s tumor type and pain
location, thereby achieving optimal therapeutic
effects. Additionally, the study results revealed a
higher frequency of Back Shu point usage,
which belongs to the Foot Taiyang Bladder
Meridian. This meridian includes multiple acu-
points corresponding to various viscera. When a
specific organ is diseased, the corresponding
Back Shu point exhibits a reaction. Therefore,
the Back Shu point can serve as a reaction point
for disease treatment. Treating a particular
organ by targeting its corresponding Back Shu

point not only facilitates meridian unblocking
but also regulates meridian blood flow, pro-
moting blood movement and disease treatment.
Modern research has demonstrated that acting
on the Back Shu point can significantly alleviate
patient pain symptoms and reduce serum
inflammatory cytokine levels [75]. Similarly,
Jiaji points were frequently used in this study,
and their function is essentially the same as
Back Shu points. Hegu (LI04), Zusanli (ST36),
and Sanyinjiao (SP06) were frequently used as
well and exhibited an intimate association
according to association rule analysis. This
combination can be considered a classic com-
patibility combination. When TENS is
employed to treat cancer pain, these acupoints
can serve as optimal electrode placement loca-
tions. Traditional Chinese medicine attributes
pain syndrome to ‘‘pain caused by poor blood
circulation’’ and ‘‘pain caused by lack of nutri-
tion.’’ By acting on Hegu (LI04), Zusanli (ST36),
and Sanyinjiao (SP06) through TENS, blood
nourishment, circulation promotion, and pain
relief can be achieved, thereby treating the dis-
ease. Modern research has found significant
analgesic effects by employing TENS to treat
cancer pain at Hegu (LI04) and Zusanli (ST36),
markedly reducing patient pain [21].

This study has certain limitations including
the risk of bias due to the limited sample size
and the poor quality of the literature. In order
to enhance the reliability of the findings, future
research should consider conducting large-scale
multicenter clinical randomized controlled tri-
als. Furthermore, it is important to explore
more specific TENS parameter schemes tailored
to different types and degrees of tumors and
cancer pain in order to provide better guidance
for clinical practice.

CONCLUSION

TENS, as a form of electrical stimulation in
modern medicine, offers several advantages
including safety, effectiveness, simplicity, and
non-addictiveness. It has shown significant
improvements in relieving cancer pain, reduc-
ing the need for analgesics, and minimizing the
occurrence of adverse reactions. TENS
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represents a promising approach for treating
cancer pain by integrating both traditional
Chinese medicine and Western medicine. On
the basis of the literature analysis conducted in
this study, optimal parameters for TENS treat-
ment of cancer pain include a current frequency
of 2/100 Hz, a treatment frequency of once a
day, and a retention time of 30 min. Addition-
ally, the use of a dilatational wave and targeting
specific acupoints such as Ashi point, Back shu
point, Sanyinjiao (SP06), Zusanli (ST36), Hegu
(LI04), Jiaji point, and Neiguan (PC06) can
effectively enhance the analgesic effect of TENS.
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